Clearly draw the lines correctly on this drawing.

Q: What is wrong with this drawing?

Task 1: Drawing work booklet. You will need a pencil and a ruler to complete this booklet.

Name: .......

Yes, 8 - All
Letters perspective at point of Examples of depth. end. at where you want the letters. Where you want. Draw lines.
Remember to press lightly with your pencil until you are happy with the outcome. Extend or add colour.

**Task 1:** Draw at least 3 letters in your name using 1 point perspective. Use the imagery on the previous page to help you.
To show different tones apply shading in each square of the grid as accurately as possible

Task 2: Copy this building using the grid method. Make sure the grid is as accurate as possible.
To show different tones, copy this building using the GRID METHOD. Make sure each square in the grid is as accurate as possible. Apply shading.
Task 4: For your next piece of work you will be creating your own "fantasy world." What would it be in your dream world? Write down as many things as you can think of. (E.g., houses made of sweaters, flying cars.)
Task 5: Draw some buildings/objects that would be in your fantasy world.